
1.        Welcome/Present:  

President-Lyn Walker(LW), Vice Presidents- Virginnia Hewitt (VH), Jacky Parsons (JP), Secretary- 

Jenni Brown (JB), Treasurer- Nancye Cullen (NC), Committee: Lesley Paradine (LP).

LW thanked those who came in during the break to answer the mail and do the banking.

2.        Apologies:
Geraldine Steele (GS), Vanna Mutton(VM), Lilian Ong (LO)

3 Confirmation of minutes of meeting held Nov.2  2016

Moved:-    JB                           Seconded:-  LP
3b.     Business Arising

* Electronic scales (purchased) and working well

* Electric stapler- JB to look into purchase - up to $100.

* Labelwriter (installed on laptop) - working well but needs a mouse. LW to organise

* Phone system - LW to check on. VH suggested the Telstra shop at Southgate shopping centre

4.         Correspondence (Attachment 1)
Moved:-                               Seconded:-

 4b.     Business Arising 
Newcastle request for affiliation. Committed approved -  JB to send letter confirming affiliation 

including a 'change of delegate' form. 
JB to follow up on Brewarrina  request for affiliation

5.         Financial Report (Attachment 2)
Moved:-  NC                             Seconded:-  VH

NC reported that she had streamlined the report. Profit & Loss for last 6 months demonstrated  

why we needed to increase our subscription fee and showed that tournament costs and rent  have 

increased.                                                                                   

NC answered questions relating to increase in Sundry and Other expenses . She commented that 

the large loss included insurance and audit fees which fall due in the second half of the year.  

NC requested approval to reimburse expenses for printer cartridges incurred by LW and VH. 

Approved.

NC noted that we need to think about our Term Deposit expiring in March.
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5b.     Financial Matters

* LW asked NC to send  initial sponsorship of $500.00 to Merimbula by EFT.  NC asked  who is 

responsible for organising sponsorship payments. LW is responsible for the organisation of two-

day country tournaments.

* Approval granted for Nelson Bay sponsorship $500.00.

* LW sent Financial Report to Fair Trading 19/1/17. The fee of  $78.00 included a late payment fee. 

VH is responsible for giving details to NC for payment within 30 days.  

NC asked if people would follow the instructions in the EFT  folder when dealing with them.  She 

also requested that no one take original action sheets out of the folder  as they are legally 

required as a receipt                                                             

 VH was asked NOT to do action sheets as it was not her job.                                                                                                                     

6.         Membership Report (Attachment 3) 
Moved:-      VH                         Seconded:- NC
New members - 104 since Nov.   761 not rejoining - 7154  received to date represent 31 

metropolitan clubs and 107 country clubs Half of the membership fees are still outstanding.

7.         Tournaments

* Kooindah Waters vouchers (8) - made a mistake on the use by date- May 21. It was agreed to raffle these at 

Mona Vale Tournament giving 4 prizes of 2 vouchers and charge  3 for $5. Proceeds will be dealt with at 

next meeting.

Error with prize vouchers given out at Kooindah. $25 vouchers were given out to the winners who should 

have received $35. LW suggested we send $10 vouchers to these ladies (from Waratah) and suggested that 

procedurally we should check that amount on the voucher is the same as that on the receipt.

* Kew Tournament reported a $515.10 profit which will go towards a new sign on their 18th  with any 

remainder to go to veteran's prizes during the year.

* VH expressed concern at the quality of some morning teas and asked if we should continue with the 

morning tea donation of $50.00.It was agreed that the donation be continued.

* JP noted that she has changed the prize for NTP at our tournaments to a ball, soap & socks. All 

agreed.

* It was noted that some people seem confused by the naming of a 4BBB tournament - thinking 

they need to have 4 players. JB suggested to avoid any confusion in future that we name our 

tournaments as 2 ball, 3 ball or 4 ball teams events with the number of scores  to count.

* It was noted that Pambula / Merimbula hadn't sent out entry forms to any Metropolitan clubs. LW 

reported that we had dealt with this by promoting in VetsNews, linking notice on homepage of 

website with program and promoting a notice on return email even though the responsibility for 

marketing lies with the delegate and the club. She agreed to write a letter. expressing our concern 

at the low entry numbers and our disappointment with their circulation decision.

* JP had an email re Mabel Mackenzie Brooch and Country Championship forms. A question arose 

about whether Div 3 should be stableford. NC asked how we would reconcile this with the course 

ratings. It was decided to leave  Div 3 as a stoke event.



8.          Badges – 80/90 year (Attachment 7)
Moved:-   LP                            Seconded:- JB
45 x  80 year  and 2 x   90 year since last meeting. As we have used up the stock of poems no 

further poems will be sent. 

10.       Public Officer
NIL

11.       Merchandise / Orders
* Ordered Special Birthday cards from Alert Printing - Cost $235
* JB to order 20 doz Srixon Green Golf Balls

12.       Website (Attachment 8)
Moved:-      VH                         Seconded:-  JP
Vigil to set up auto system to give the number of hits to our website and organise for a link for our 

entry forms. Rolling photos to be changed regularly.

13.       Office Administration

* 2017 Meeting dates: March 8, April 19, June 14, Aug 9, Sept. 20 and Nov. 1

* JB has started a digital version of the key register.
* LW reported on a large number of errors that are happening with the Change of Delegate process. 

She has written the instructions and placed on the noticeboard above the mail desk. Please check 

before dealing with them. On receipt the forms are to be date stamped, initialled, changed in the 

blue book and placed in the draw on top of the filing cabinet for LO, LW and GS to deal with. LW 

has updated the database to correct the numerous errors.

* The Conflict of Interest form needs to be signed by everyone.

* It was noted that there are 2 sets of files, in alphabetical order by club. Only 1 is needed for 

everything. All agreed that the files should be merged.

14.       General Business:

* JB asked if there could be a backup person for specific jobs  so that when someone is absent the 

work still gets done efficiently. LW agreed.

* Correspondence files- LP  asked how long should these be kept. It was agreed that 3 years would 

be sufficient.

* NC suggested that 5 years for membership application forms was long enough and the  2000-2009 

are not needed. All agreed . They need to be shredded due to the personal nature of the 

information.

* JP handed out the finalised tournament programme

      Meeting closed:
12.40pm

Date of next meeting:  Wednesday   8 March 20017 commencing at 10.30 am.


